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INTRODUCTION: 

In an earlier article on this Web Page we showed that any semi-prime N=pq can be factored 
into its two prime components- 

                  p=(R+Δ)-a           and          q=(R+Δ)+a 

by solving the Diophantine Equation- 

                a^2=(R^2-N)+2RΔ+Δ^2 

Here 2a=(q-p) equals the  prime number difference and R is the nearest integer above sqrt(N). 
This result means that the factoring of any semi-prime N is uniquely determined by the 
following four component quad - 

                             Q= [N, R, a, Δ] 

So, for instance Q=[2701, 52, 18, 3] means that it represents the semi-prime N=2701 and its 
prime components p=(52+3)-18=37 and q-(52+3)+18=73. We wish to show in this article more 
details on how the components of a quad Q are obtained . 

FINDING a AND Δ AND HENCE Q: 

To find a and Δ for any N we start with a given semi-prime N and then pick a new integer R lying 
directly above the non-integer sqrt(N). Having obtained N and R we next go to the one-line 
computer program- 

         for Δ from b to c do ({Δ,sqrt(-N+(R+Δ)^2)})od; 

Here b is an integer sufficiently large to include the integer value of Δ. The integer c is larger 
than the integer value f Δ. Running the program for some ten specific cases of N, we obtain the 
following table- 



            

 We see from the table that the quad numbers satisfy 

                                               N > R > a > Δ 

and R, a, and Δ increase rapidly in value as N increases. There is no obvious relation for a and Δ 
as one changes from one  semi-prime N to another. The best one can do is to start the search 
with b =0 and go to c=200 to see if an integer factor exists. If not repeat the search with b=200 
and go to c=400.If the factors are found stop. If not repeat the search with trials 400 to 600. 
Eventually the integer values for a and  Δ will be found. Let us demonstrate things for the semi-
prime N=81811999, where R=9045. Here the first trial run from b=0 to c=200 already fields the 
integers a=999 for Δ=55. This produces the unique quad- 

                                         Q=[81811999, 9045, 999, 55] 

, with the prime factors- 

        p =(9045+55)-999=8101          and          q=(9045+55)+999=10099     

As a second example consider factoring N=44526491 where R=6673. This time it takes three 
200 point trials to finds Δ=581  at a=2345. So we have the quad- 

                                           Q=[44526491, 6673, 2345, 581] 

with the prime factors- 



           p=(6673+581)-2345=4409       and         q=(6673+581)+2345=10099 

Sometimes one can skip the lower 200 point trials when N is large and neighboring Δs become 
large. 

CONCLUDING REMARKS: 

We have shown that any semi-prime can be factored into its two prime components by solving 
the formula- 

                                 (a^2+N)=(R+Δ)^2 

for integer a and Δ for a known  N and R. The resultant solution can be written into a compact 
form via a unique Quad Number- 

                                   Q=[N,R,a,Δ] 

One of the lowest of these quads is Q=[15,4,1,0] corresponding to N=15 with p=3 and q=5. 
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